REFLECTION

Attention, Law Students:
Our Country and Our Planet Need You to Lead!

Katie Redford*

Never during the course of my life and career as a lawyer have I felt that there was more urgency for lawyers to step up and lead than there is today. Never have the ideals that we define as ours—truth, justice, fairness, rule of law—been more threatened, yet simultaneously more urgent. And rarely have I been prouder of my profession of first responders, running to airports and borders to defend those in harm’s way and rushing to law libraries and courtrooms to protect the Constitution and the important cornerstone of our democracy—that we are, as John Adams described, a “government of laws, and not of men.”

But what does this mean in practice? How do lawyers effectively lead, and how can law schools support leadership development in their students? What
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are the qualities leaders must possess and cultivate, and what are the skills they can develop and practice in law school, in their careers, and in life?

In the twenty-two years since I graduated from law school, I have thought about leadership a great deal. I have had the opportunity to work with many great leaders and lawyers and the clients, communities, and movements they serve. Whether it has been alongside participants in the human rights movement or the environmental movement, or more localized efforts such as the Free Burma movement or the Movement for the Survival of Ogoni People (MOSOP), there are certain leadership qualities that are universal. These qualities transcend geography, culture, race, and gender and can be useful to anyone who feels called to step into her own leadership at this moment when, in my opinion, we need lawyer-leaders more than ever.

In the spirit of simplicity, I have made a “top three” list of qualities and criteria essential to successful leadership.

Great Leaders Have Great Dreams

Think of every single iconic leader you know, whether trained as lawyers, such as Mahatma Gandhi, Bella Abzug, and Nelson Mandela, or not, such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Aung San Suu Kyi. Each of these extraordinary individuals had a vision of transformative change for his or her country and its people. Racial justice, women’s rights, freedom, and democracy—these great leaders were not just tinkering around the edges of things that did not really matter but were seeking to shift paradigms and alter the status quo. Social justice leaders and lawyers like myself work for radical change to improve the lives of the marginalized or mistreated, with the ultimate goal of transforming the laws, systems, and structures that allow and create injustice in the first place.

When I arrived for my first day at the University of Virginia School of Law (UVA) in August 1992, I did not know that I would embark on a leadership path. Just five days before, I had been volunteering at a refugee camp on the Thai-Burma border, where people had run for their lives from the war and human rights violations, such as systematic killing, torture, rape, and forced labor, perpetrated by the Burmese military junta as it attempted to preserve its iron-fisted rule over the Burmese people. Upon learning that I was leaving to attend law school in the United States, the refugees who had become my family implored me not to forget them after returning home: “Please don’t forget us when you go home. We have no law in our country. We have no freedom in

our country. We have no ability to get higher education here in this camp. Please, use your education and your freedom to help us get ours.”

Their words rang in my ears as I walked through the hallowed halls of UVA, and their voices and faces helped keep me focused on my goal of becoming a human rights lawyer. I remember that first week as a 1L, nervous and shell-shocked like everyone else but also gratified that so many of my classmates had come to law school for equally idealistic reasons. I met students who wanted to protect endangered species, advocate for women’s rights, abolish the death penalty, protect children and the elderly, and advocate for racial justice. I remember feeling hopeful at an early orientation event, when one of the deans asked us to raise our hands if we had gone to law school to pursue public interest law and an overwhelming majority of us did.

Yet upon graduation, most of my classmates went into private practice and remain there today—and my class and law school were not unique. Studies show that while a majority of law students attend law school because they believe in general ideals of truth and justice and because they want to make the world a better place, upon graduation, many begin their careers in private practice. They come yearning for the knowledge and skills to better the world, yet law school is all too often a place where students lose sight of these dreams. Perhaps this is because of the elite nature of law school and the privileged status of professors and students, with the heavy emphasis on legal theory and complex procedures rather than the stories of those named in the cases or the societal problems the cases aimed to address. Or maybe it is the heavy debt students incur or the well-worn path to corporate work and relative ease with which career centers place students in corporate jobs.

Whatever the reason, the visions of transformative change—that most important leadership asset—become lost to most students and lawyers. We graduate with the ability to analyze and parse every detail, to assess and challenge every layer of procedure, and to argue any and every substantive
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nuance, regardless of whether we believe in it or not. And in that process, with eyes glued to our casebooks rather than open in the real world, we forget the big picture of why we came in the first place.\textsuperscript{6}

All of these challenges were there for me when I was a student. I became immersed in legalese and procedure, I incurred large debts, and I was uncertain about my future yet surrounded by privilege and power. I felt discouraged at the relative ease with which my classmates secured summer jobs, through a career center that was well equipped with hundreds of suggestions and contacts and through firms that flocked to campus to meet with students and conduct interviews for highly paid summer and permanent jobs. For me, the career center did not have binders full of human rights organizations or recruiting directors or even alumni for me to contact. When I finally figured out which organizations I wanted to work with, I had to raise my own funds and support my own costs to get the experience I needed to eventually do this work. Moreover, the relatively few alumni I was able to connect with had all taken wildly divergent career paths. Unlike the well-traveled road and sophisticated infrastructure to support students headed toward private practice, the career center did not have a formula for me to follow or a system for me to enter. Indeed, it seemed like the one unifying criterion of public interest lawyers was that they all had figured it out as they went along and had had to blaze their own trails.

Looking back, these challenges served as catalysts to my emerging leadership—indeed, charting your own path rather than following a well-worn one is a fundamental ingredient in the leadership recipe. While figuring out my future, I also stayed connected to my initial vision by starting a campus human rights group, enrolling in the human rights clinic, volunteering with Tibetan refugees in Charlottesville, and spending every law school summer working with victims and survivors of human rights abuses. While I learned to be a lawyer, I found ways to stay connected to my dream for a world defined by justice and human rights.

To every law student who aspires to be a leader, remember that behind every great leader is a dreamer of great dreams. Martin Luther King, Jr. did not say, “I have a point to make; I have an issue to debate; I have a problem to solve.” Martin Luther King, Jr. said, “I have a dream.”

**Great Leaders Go First, Go Forward, and Walk the Walk**

Having a vision for transformative change is the first step, but to dream without doing is to remain in the world of fantasy and waste. History has made clear that great leaders go forward and inspire others to do the same. As
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Social justice leaders blaze trails that build power, creating opportunities for people and communities that have been silenced or harmed by the status quo. For lawyers and law students, this is to play the role of legal Robin Hood, reforming laws and legal systems that concentrate power with the “haves” and transferring that power to the “have-nots.” It also means using legal systems and laws in new ways that disrupt the power and privilege of those sectors and institutions that abuse or enjoy disproportionate levels of power. Nelson Mandela, a lawyer himself, expressed this notion well: “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others.”

Walking the walk means not just moving forward with an innovative strategy but moving forward with integrity. Martin Luther King, Jr. defined this as “leaders not in love with money but in love with justice; leaders not in love with publicity, but in love with humanity; leaders who can subject their particular egos to the greatness of the cause.”

7. There are, of course, powerful leaders who have goals and visions for society different from what I describe and advocate for here. It is impossible to reflect on leadership today without acknowledging the current political reality and the use of leadership methods generally reserved for descriptions of fascist and despotic regimes. However, it is my contention that history will, as it has done so consistently before, judge great leaders as those who move people, communities, and nations forward and strive to improve the lives and well-being of the many, rather than the elite few. President Trump, though he enjoys great political power, will not be judged by history as a great leader if he continues to use his positional power to move society backwards in an effort to recreate an idealized vision of the past and somehow “make America great again.” In direct contravention to every leadership criterion I describe, his vision of legal reform privileges the few at the expense of the many; protects and advances corporate power and rights over the human and civil rights of living, breathing human beings; and attempts to discriminate and marginalize individuals and communities that lawyers and leaders have worked tirelessly to protect, such as religious minorities, women, immigrants, the LGBTQ community, people of color, and those in poverty. While there have certainly been leaders in the past and present who have personified this model of leadership—Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini—it is leadership born of fear and hate rather than courage and empathy. It is the polar opposite of great leadership and certainly the opposite of the justice-oriented leadership to which I believe lawyers and law students should aspire.


Having a vision for a world that is defined by one set of rules but following a different set of rules in your own life is the opposite of leadership. Great leaders inspire others to go forward because they personify the values they preach. Their own choices and actions match their visions because leaders need the respect of their followers. While current events might suggest something different, history has shown time and again that very few people will follow or respect a hypocrite.

A great leader, therefore, practices what she preaches, which includes a well-articulated and inspiring vision for how the world can be different, a plan for how to make that dream a reality, and a strategy for enhancing the power of others along the way. When I was a third-year law student, I had that dream of democracy and human rights in Burma, but my dream lacked a plan. So I did what any reasonable law student would do in that situation: I wrote a paper.

The seeds for my paper were planted during my second-year summer, when I worked for a nongovernmental organization in Thailand documenting human rights abuses associated with extractive industries in Burma. It was then I learned that an American oil company had gone into business with the Burmese military to build a pipeline in Burma and that that company, Unocal (since acquired by Chevron), had hired the Burmese military to provide “security” for their pipeline. In providing security, the pariah regime did what it was notorious for: engaged in forced labor, torture, rape, and the killing of civilians who lived along and near Unocal’s pipeline.10

To me, it seemed obvious that either U.S. or international law should prohibit an American corporation from engaging in, and profiting from, abuses such as slavery and torture. But when I explored it further, I found that the globalization of law and justice had not kept up with the quick pace of economic globalization that characterized the 1990s. The dream that fueled my eventual leadership in this field expanded to include a vision of global justice for all people threatened by corporate exploitation, who were either experiencing, or would in the future experience, the darker side of unregulated globalization.

I convinced the law school to allow me to do an independent study, which was unusual at UVA back then but I did not care. My paper would explore the specific ways in which the power of law could be brought to bear on corporate human rights abusers to hold them accountable for their abuses and to enable threatened communities to protect their rights and their homelands from exploitation. Unocal and Burma would be my case study.
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After spending a semester writing my paper and turning it in, I eagerly awaited my professor’s response, which, to paraphrase, was this: “Katie, you’ve made the best possible argument you can make with a losing argument. You cannot sue a corporation for international human rights violations in U.S. court. Nobody has ever done this before. It’s unconstitutional. It’s legally impossible. It’s a terrible idea, and it’s not going to happen.” After one brief moment of shock and disappointment, I pulled myself together and fired right back: “You’re just saying that I can’t do this because nobody ever has.” And taking inspiration from other leaders I admired, I realized that leadership, by definition, usually means to do something first. So I graduated from law school and started EarthRights International with a law school classmate and a human rights leader from Burma. Together we organized a team of lawyers and human rights investigators, and we filed a lawsuit against Unocal for complicity in slave labor, torture, killings, and rape in Burma. Less than two years after graduating, we established jurisdiction and made good law. Our case became the first in history outside the Holocaust context in which a suit against a corporation for human rights abuses overseas was allowed to proceed in U.S. court. And from that precedent, EarthRights has continued to represent survivors of corporate abuse in Nigeria, Peru, Colombia, India, and other countries where exploitation is unfortunately “business as usual.” We have grown from three people to sixty and continue to lead the corporate accountability field. Dream. Plan. Do. And do not be afraid to go first, even if the “experts” tell you it is impossible.

The 3 Cs of Great Leadership: Commitment, Courage, and Creativity

That anecdote brings me to my final offerings, all of which flow from the unyielding and intense dedication and perseverance necessary for effective leadership. Every great leader I have studied or known has displayed a tunnel-vision commitment to her cause and a willingness to do whatever it takes to serve it. For me, this meant trying a legal strategy that had never succeeded, even when people told me I could not do it. It meant coming up with creative ways to pay back my loans while working for years with no salary and learning a bunch of new skills on the fly, such as how to establish and build an organization and become a fundraiser and manager while also being a lawyer. It meant working long hours for months on end without a weekend or a vacation, getting malaria and dengue fever, and taking personal risks to travel across borders and into war zones to meet my clients and witnesses. Never

once during these times did I ever feel resentful, or regret my choice, or feel as if I were making a sacrifice. To the contrary, nothing was going to get in my way.

There is a passion—dedication and love for the work, the people, and this planet—that drives what great leaders do. Wangari Maathai, Kenya’s leader of the grassroots environmental Green Belt Movement and winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize, was repeatedly beaten, tear-gassed, and arrested for her work to organize people to plant trees. Chico Mendes was murdered for leading Brazilian rubber tappers to protect Amazon rubber reserves. One of our clients, Ken Saro-Wiwa, the MOSOP leader who inspired hundreds of thousands of Ogoni people to protest Royal Dutch Shell’s destruction of the Niger Delta, was arrested, tortured, and executed for raising environmental concerns about his native lands. Yet his unyielding commitment endured right until the final moment of his life and beyond. His final words, before he was hanged by the Nigerian junta, continue twenty-two years later to inspire human rights and environmental activists, including myself, across the globe: “Lord take my soul, but the struggle continues.”

Courageous effort does not require you to endure violence, arrest, or death, but it does require a willingness, and indeed a thirst, to take bold actions and navigate uncharted territories. Indeed, leaders are not just willing—they are unable to not take action when their cause is at stake. Martin Luther King, Jr. described this inability to do nothing as a sense of dying: “A man dies when he refuses to stand up for that which is right. A man dies when he refuses to stand up for justice. A man dies when he refuses to take a stand for that which is true.”

Courage can come in the form of innovation and creativity, like doing something before someone else has done it. As a lawyer, that might mean leading impact litigation efforts or developing and implementing novel legal theories that do not rely on the security and relative certainty of existing precedent. Martin Luther King, Jr. famously stated that “[t]he ultimate measure

of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.”17 Now is certainly one of those times in America, with leaders in place who promote alternative facts; reject science and law; disparage the judiciary; and use power to oppress, exploit, harm, and deny. These new realities in our country mirror the global problems that require courageous leadership. Urgent problems like mass migration and climate change that do not have tried-and-true solutions demand innovative leaders to step up with creative ideas, and lawyers have an important role to play in addressing these challenges.

Conclusion

When we think about the great leaders I have referenced, or those we know have effected transformative change for a more just and fair society, how do we measure the quality of their leadership? Is it their salary or their job title? Is it the name of the firm or institution where they work? Is it the size of their house or their car, the clothes they wear, or the stuff they have? Is it the length of their motorcades or the political office they hold?

Yet when we think of how a lawyer’s success is often measured, these are precisely the kinds of indicators we use. Likewise, when we observe what is important to rankings and reports, it seems that the business of legal education and the career trajectory of most law students may be in tension with producing the kinds of leadership I am talking about here. As a law student who has choices to make, now would be a good time to choose which path you are on. It might not be the well-worn path that is facilitated by the current systems in place at your school and in the world. But remember that the system mirrors and seeks to preserve the status quo. And every great leader has a dream of disrupting and transforming the status quo.

Those whom history has honored as great leaders—King, Mandela, and Suu Kyi, among others—have never been measured by the kind of criteria enumerated above. Only you can answer this question for yourself, so take a moment and think about a leader whom you admire, whom you would aspire to be: What are the standards you used to measure that greatness? For me, a great leader can be measured by the quality of her service to people and the planet; by the strength of his conviction; by her courage to persist even in the face of adversity, danger, and defeat; by his ability to identify and lift up the talents and strengths of those around him; and by her humility and empathy defining every step of the way.

I encourage you to embrace your leadership now—be a dreamer of great dreams and a doer of great deeds; be courageous and creative to serve the cause.

you are committed to; help find and build power and greatness in those around you; be humble and kind in what you do. Be a first responder, and get out in front. You may not know exactly what your leadership will look like—I certainly did not. I am glad that uncertainty did not stop me because I have had an exciting career and it has been a fun and fantastic ride. Hurry up. This country and this planet needs some new leaders—why not you?